Break wall monitoring

Report on E Coast report

- In the Introduction in the report from E Coast there are some inaccuracies:
  1. First rejection is that it was an appropriately engineered break wall 20% shorter 30% lower because of the flat slopping face which feeds oncoming waves up and over the break wall.
  2. Stakeholder consultation on the final proposed drawings for the Manu Bay break wall the only stakeholders to receive this information were local iwi, Point Board Riders and Surf break protection society. As shown in the Consent Evaluation Report on the Consultation process. Of those consulted with one contacted when no response was forth coming.
  3. The E Coast report stating the break water is the same size as the previous break wall is incorrect. The specifications as mentioned in the report not being any higher than the previous break water and remaining within the foot print of the previous break water. Neither the application for resource consent itself state anywhere specifications that the new break water was allowed to be higher than the previous break water and within the foot print of the previous the proposed was going to be 70meters approximately bigger foot print on the seabed and the as built break water structure because of its excessive became nearly 200 SM bigger that the original break wall as indicated by the than General Manager of Service Delivery a memorandum dated the 25-07-16 received by the Raglan Reserves Committee clearly shows indiscretions in reporting similar foot print some comparison drawings showing the old Break Wall to the new as built break water.
  4. As far as the camera processing potential and data gathering of information goes the example images given on page 7 of this report we find very limited useful information being ascertained as being useful.

Monitoring carried out by Raglan sport Fishing club

- Our monitoring shows that the break wall crest is 46 meters approximately in length and up until 6 months ago the crest of the break water has been compromised being level with the crest to the 20 odd meter mark down the break wall.